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i. Introduction

While the technology sector is seeing a boom, attracting new businesses and giving life to ideas every day, it still faces some huge 

issues when it comes to diversity. Traditionally, engineering roles have been dominated by men and this has carried on through 

the new tech sector, with women in a minority. This white paper aims to explore why, if it’s a problem, and if it’s solvable within a 

generation. 

ii. Is there a problem for women in tech?

Women in tech is consistently a big issue for the industry, which is male dominated at pretty much every level, from grassroots 

start-ups to top level of boards. A recent Guardian article quoted a troubling statistic that in the last 10 years the percentage of 

women occupying the top role of Chief Information Officer has remained exactly the same at 14%1. Tina Nunno, part of the team 

behind the research at Gartner, says that both men and women have their role to play in this. Women have become picky, she 

suggests, not willing to stay at companies that don’t reflect good corporate values at every stage. 

Wikipedia also seems to have a women problem, with just 9% of its editors being female2. This difference has been attributed to 

women needing more encouragement to voice their knowledge, the intimidating nature of coding and mark-up within wikipedia 

articles, and even just time constraint difference between the sexes. 

By contrast, the BBC seems to fulfil women in tech criteria a little better. Though BBC Click is mainly presented by Spencer Kelly 

and much is done by Rory Cellan-Jones, female presenters LJ Rich and Kate Russell seem to get a good look-in too3. They do, of 

course, have male presenters, but the balance seems to have been well struck. 

Does the tech media focus too much on the negatives and ignore the positives of women’s influence? There are women in the tech 

sector who could potentially inspire more women to join, but they are sometimes outshone by the statistics about women who 

aren’t involved. Esther Dyson, when interviewed for the BBC4, made the comment that there are plenty of women in the field ‘but 

none of [them] is Bill Gates’ who she notes towers above influential women. 

The BBC also quote: “Originally Meetup was 18 guys,” she says. “Now you walk out there, and there’s a lot of women.” 

New research has shown that the UK is ahead of many countries, ranking 7th for encouraging female entrepreneurship in the 

Gender-GEDI index. This index is released by the Global Entrepreneurship and Development Institute5 and measures where 

conditions are favourable for high-potential female entrepreneurship, like entrepreneurial environment, ecosystem and individual 

aspiration. The UK scored 54, beating last year’s 51 and climbed one place to 7th. This is improvement, but it should be noted that 

we are far behind countries such as the USA who have a whopping 83 points to their name. However, The Register noted that only 

1% of UK tech start-ups are founded by women, and 2% in the USA6.

Though not directly ‘tech’, women in the tech sphere can also draw inspiration from Arianna Huffington who build the first online 

only news website (The Huffington Post) on a shoestring and subsequently sold it for £190 million7. Huffington can be great 

inspiration for start-ups who want to do something as cheaply as possible online and turn it into a lucrative revenue source. 

It can be hard to measure whether women receive a proportional share of coverage in the tech media, but those on the ground 

seem to appreciate their rise through the last few years. 

__________________________________________________________

1 http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/may/14/women-technology-inequality-10-years-female?CMP=twt_gu 
2 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-26828726 
3 http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006m9ry
4 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-26858383 
5 The full report can be read here: http://i.dell.com/sites/doccontent/corporate/secure/en/Documents/Gender_GEDI_Executive_Report-2014.pdf
6 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2014/06/04/women_account_for_a_whopping_two_percent_of_us_tech_startups/
7 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/authorinterviews/10863859/Arianna-Huffington-superwoman-stays-serene.html



iii. Why does this problem exist?

Technology has become a male-dominated industry because the subjects behind it seem to be male dominated at school. A 

typical techy has a background in Maths, Science or engineering, subjects which are seen as ‘boy-subjects’ in the school days. 

Without a mathematical background it can be hard for women to enter the technical side of the industry. The male-dominated 

environment can be intimidating for many women, and the nature of men spending so much time together can lead to a 

prevalence in seemingly sexist jokes and a laddish culture. 

Little Miss Geek have a series of images displayed on their site which gives an insight into the way tech is seen by a range of 

children, aged 10-15. All the drawings feature men, some overweight, some in ‘boring’ suits, some with overgrown hair because 

he only cares about computers. These images can help us to understand what the perception of ICT and tech roles is from the 

outside and from those we are trying to encourage to take up future roles8. 

Have women brought this problem on themselves? If education brings equality of opportunity and women pick English literature 

over Maths then isn’t it obvious we will have more male representatives in tech than female? Do women fail to create the type 

of environment in a workplace that welcomes other women thereby creating a perpetual problem? A recent TechCrunch article 

highlighted the issue from a hackathon where women were criticised for creating an app that helped locate nail salons and book 

appointments. They weren’t credited for coming up with a money making idea or for the building of the app, merely condemned 

for focussing on a beauty market dominated by women. The author pointed out the problems women high up in any industry face 

when they mention they have outside interests such as fashion, despite men not getting the same problem for being interested 

in sports9. 

Are the problems for women in tech any different than the problems for women in any other industry? The register’s ‘Speaking in 

Tech’ looked at this issue and asked whether the issue is actually with bullying, a problem which many industries would see not 

just tech10. Callers voiced concerns over a women vs women culture, and the use of the word ‘feminism’ to the point of terrorising 

other people in the tech industry. They said that ‘weird’ experiences they faced had been brought on equally between men and 

women. The women were also keen to illustrate that the problems were different for women in different roles in tech and it was 

wrong to compare one or the other as ‘worse’. Contrary to other views on inappropriate jokes, the callers were happy to play 

along, often seeing humour as a diffuser of awkward situations which encouraged people, and men in particular, to consider 

language and what they said. 

Does the women in tech problem overshadow other problems in the tech world?

Women aren’t the only people group who are in the minority in the tech sphere. A recent diversity report from Google shows 

that only 2% of its staff are black, and 3% are Hispanic, while women make up 30% of the workforce11. It also seems that a 

lot of these women (and around half of these two minorities) are employed in non-tech roles, so may not directly answer the 

‘women in tech’ criteria as they are12. Whilst this is still a low proportion, Google clearly have further to go to employ a diverse 

range of workers (men and women) than they do to bring up their level of women to represent the population. It’s fair to argue 

that it would be easier for them to fulfill the quota of women if you bring up the levels of men and women in minority groups. 

Of course, there are problems with data like this. Just because we can see the demographics of people who are currently working 

within Google, this doesn’t help us understand the demographics of people who apply to Google. There may well be an accurate 

reflection of the types of people who apply for the roles within the current structure - though this would somewhat absolve 

Google, it still doesn’t solve the diversity in tech issue. 

__________________________________________________________

8 http://littlemissgeek.com/archives/1843
9 http://techcrunch.com/2014/05/25/women-vs-women-or-the-ugly-side-of-feminism/ 
10 http://www.theregister.co.uk/2014/05/07/speaking_in_tech_episode_108/ 
11 http://www.google.com/diversity/at-google.html#tab=overall&tab=womengoogle
12 http://static.googleusercontent.com/media/www.google.com/en//diversity/2013-EEO-1-consolidated-report.pdf 



Adria Richards

As a product evangelist for SendGrid, techy Adria Richards became famous in the tech scene when she tweeted a picture of two 

men she overheard making suggestive jokes about ‘big dongles’ at a conference13. Both men were banned from the conference, 

and one was subsequently fired. What may seem like a victory for women in tech wasn’t quite so though - SendGrid agreed with 

her sentiment but thought shaming the two via social media was a poor response from Richards, and she too was fired. The 

incident caused a big stir in the industry with many feeling that Richards was wrong and unfair to target the developer publically 

rather than privately ask them to stop or discuss her issues with conference organisers.

Elissa Shevinsky earned similar notoriety when she quit her start-up Glimpse following a string of tweets sent by her co-founder 

which led to him losing his job at Business Insider. After a private apology to her and then a public apology, she rejoined the 

Glimpse team with him remaining as the CTO. Shevinsky received abusive messages for this decision, but defended it on the 

basis that “the best thing I can do is change the face of what it looks like and be one of the first women to build a billion-dollar 

social networking company.”14.

Both these women took a stand when they saw a problem which made them feel isolated from their community. For one, it 

eventually backfired, whilst for the other, the problem was resolved. Their actions and the reaction to them from the tech 

industry show that there is a problem with equality in the tech industry and it can be just as hard to fight it as to put up with it. 

iv. What can we do to solve this problem?

Tech Education: 

One of the primary ways is to get all children, girls and boys, equally interested and with equal footing, in tech from a young 

age. This could be through initiatives such as Young Rewired State, or Code Clubs. What may take time, however, is breaking 

the perception of this being a male-only zone. Writing for Tech City News15, MP Meg Hillier made the observation that maths is 

seen as a boy’s subject and therefore the resulting jobs in engineering and similar, go to and become dominated by men. The 

government is attempting to change this through maths hubs across the country targeted at women, but this hope for erasing 

the gender gap much extend to the new computer science curriculum, says Hillier. 

Games initiatives that encourage children to code with Scratch, such as the Aardman collaboration with Nominet Trust16, are 

a good start to encouraging coding from home and making it fun. By using non-gender specific characters such as Shaun the 

Sheep, it prevents gender specificity and opens up access to any child. 

What about those out of education?

If you’ve already finished your education, it may seem daunting or unappealing to go back and study again or to join the ranks 

of younger people starting in tech. However, from Croydon Tech City alone we can see several success stories featuring women 

who moved out of their comfort zones and founded their own tech companies. For example: Kate Jackson of Table Crowd, who 

gave up a career in law to begin a website which helps people make new friends over dinner17; or Sarah Akwisombe who founded 

We Are The Million, a crowdfunding website to back local businesses wanting to expand and hire more staff18; Sarah Luxford, 

who works in tech recruitment and is on the board for Tech London Advocates’ women’s working group and Croydon Tech City19; 

or Sweta Chattopadhyay who has just launched a crowdfunding site with a focus on funding local projects20. That’s just the tip of 

the Croydon iceberg and proves that women can make a change and succeed.

__________________________________________________________

13 http://www.dailydot.com/society/pycon-dongle-joke-misogyny-sexism-adria-richards/
14 http://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/06/technology/technologys-man-problem.html
15 http://techcitynews.com/2014/04/07/to-get-more-women-in-tech-we-need-to-start-at-school/
16 http://techcitynews.com/2014/05/16/aardman-and-nominet-trust-team-up-to-get-kids-coding/
17 http://www.tablecrowd.com/
18 http://www.wearethemillion.com/
19 http://techlondonadvocates.org.uk/
20 http://www.localfunded.co.uk/



What’s already happening in the women in tech sphere? 

Sheryl Sandberg and ‘Lean In’: Sandberg’s book21, which draws on her personal experiences as well as research on the issues of 

women in tech, is a hotly discussed tech topic and became a best selling book. Sandberg advocates a change from a young age, 

noting that little girls should not be told they’re bossy but that they have ‘executive leadership skills’. Alongside her in the ranks of 

inspirational women are Arianna Huffington and Esther Dyson as previously mentioned. 

Tech London Advocates Working Group: Tech London Advocates22 is a group of men and women who work across the tech sector 

in London who aim to spread the word about tech in London and create a forum for networking and collaboration. TLA also has 

working groups which meet to discuss how they can help in key tech areas and one of these is a women in tech working group, 

co-lead by Croydon Tech City’s Sarah Luxford. Fellow working groups have already had great success in influencing government 

policy, so the potential is there for the women’s working group to make some real waves. 

The Chartered Institute for IT: BCS ran a celebration of women in IT through the month of May, inviting people like Kate Russell 

and Kathryn Parsons to speak and write blogs on their journey through tech and IT and what they’ve found. Interestingly, Parson, 

the founder of Decoded, noted that it’s almost a straight 50/50 split between men and women interested in using their code in a 

day services. The difference comes in confidence - whilst men rarely have reservations, women hold back for longer, worrying they 

need specific skills to pick up coding too23. 

Females in Tech Forums: There are plenty of other forums out there that target women and girls in the tech world. Geek Girls Meet 

up is a breakfast club that meets every six weeks to hear from speakers in design, and tech, and members of the group also blog 

and speak at events24. 

 After breakfast, you can dine with Girl Geek Dinners, which spread from London, to Europe and to Canada after being set 

up by founder Sarah Lamb25. These events aim to unite female geeks, but are also open to men, on a 1:1 ratio. 

 Geek Gurl Diaries is a video blog set up by Carrie Anne Philbin, a secondary school ICT teacher who was concerned with 

the lack of girls taking up her subject into GCSE and A level. Geek Gurl Diaries includes interviews with inspiring women in the 

industry as well as How To guides26. 

 Computer Club 4 Girls (CC4G) is an after school programme which encourages girls to stay in ICT and ICT related subjects 

through activities linked to their interests, such as music and sport27.

 Women in technology is a recruitment board that advertises jobs from companies showing a real effort to employ more 

women in tech roles28.

 Stemettes is an events organisation which runs hackathons and talks to show girls that women can enter STEM subjects 

too. Recent guests include engineers who worked on The Shard and a scientist from the Hadron Collider project29.

__________________________________________________________

21 http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/will-ross/sheryl-sandberg_b_4352109.html 
22 http://techlondonadvocates.org.uk/
23 http://www.bcs.org/content/ConWebDoc/52517
24 http://www.geekgirlmeetup.co.uk/
25 http://girlgeekdinners.com/
26 http://www.geekgurldiaries.co.uk/ 
27 http://www.cc4g.net/
28 http://www.womenintechnology.co.uk/
29 http://www.stemettes.org/



v. Conclusion

There are a great deal of initiatives currently running for women in tech, from educational groups hoping to inspire the next 

generation, to networking events keeping women tied together in the tech sphere. Women who may feel in the minority at their 

workplace have a number of options open to them to engage with like-minded fellow females. However, this does not solve the 

gender gap between the two sexes and may not do so in the short-term. It is more likely we will see a generational shift within 

20+ years, when girls now at school become the women now in tech, rather than a career switch, where women retrain or set up 

their own businesses in tech. 

Other problems facing tech should also be considered when debating women in tech. As shown by the Google report, not every 

ethnicity is reasonably represented, so we should look at the ways we can engage more black, or Hispanic people in tech, to better 

reflect the society that uses tech products. We can also look to gauge other aspects in the debate - is there a wealth divide in tech? 

Can only wealthier people afford to be interested in the tech sphere? Does the addition of angel investors and venture capitalists 

turn the tech market into a rich man’s playground? All these debates are worthy of airtime whilst we make the tech market more 

reflective of society. 

More voices add spirit to the debate - we should aim to make the tech sphere as diverse a place as possible.
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